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At the modern terms of manage the problem of anthropogenic pollution of environment, worsening of quality 
and exhaustion of natural resources has global character. Economic activity of man is related to the emission  in the 

environment of different harmful admixtures of, which can entail irreversible changes in ecosystem.  

All anymore and more research workers reflect above the question of diminishing of anthropogenic pressure on 

nature, how to reduce the level of pollution and how to pick up a thread territories are already muddy. It should be noted 

that for such measures (nature protection) must be effective financing mechanism. 

The basic sources of financing of nature protection activity in Ukraine are: 
- the state budget (general fund);  

- local budgets (general fund); 

       -      funds of Environmental Protection; 

       -      own funds of enterprises; 

       -      international technical help. 
The most ecological costs are carried out from off-budget sources, mainly by enterprises facilities. 

1. The state budget. 

Financing of environmental protection activity at national level today is presented two centralized sources 

Financing of environmental protection activity at national level today in Ukraine it is presented two centralized 

sources:  

- By the state budget, in accordance with a issue “environmental protection”  

- By the state fund of Environmental Protection. 

It is necessary to mark that under the Budgetary code a budget (State and local) can consist of general and special 

funds. 

Thus, the manager of facilities can liquidate the separate programs or create new after the proper grounding. 

There are such budget environmental protection program within general fund, as:  

1. For Ministry of ecology and natural resources of Ukraine: 
-   geologo-ecological researches and measures; 

-  measures wiht creation and conservation nature-protected fund, conducting of cadastres of animal and vegetable 

kingdom, Red book. 

2. For the State committee of forest economyof Ukraine: 

-  creation of the protective forest planting and protective forest belt; 

-  preservation of the nature-protected fund. 

3. For the State committee of water economyof Ukraine: 

-  protection from the harmful action of waters of rural settlements and agricultural lands; 

- complex torrent-control defence in a pool to Tisa in the Zakarpatskiy area. 

4. For the State committee of land resources: 

-  creation of antierosion hydrotechnical buildings and recultivating of the broken lands. 
2. Local budgets. 

In connection with the deficit of local budgets the facilities on environmental  protection activity selected not 

enough. Speaking about local funds of Environmental Protection, they are insignificant on the volume of facilities. 

In the expenditures of these funds measures of fight against environmental pollution are not priority. It is 

connected with  insignificant volumes of funds facilities  and comparatively multicost nature protection measures, 

directed on a fight against environmental pollution. 

3. Funds of Environmental Protection 

The noted funds are formed for an account: 

-  charge for environmental pollution; 

- money penalties for violation of norms and rules of guard of  environment and harm, caused violation of legislation 

about the guard of  environment as a result of economic and other activity. 
Facilities of the State fund are used fully in quality irretrievable grants, as in a current legislation possibility of 

financing is not foreseen after a turning chart (loans, credits and others like that). 

4. Own funds of enterprises. 

In the general structure of costs on the environmental protection the personal funds of enterprises have most 

specific gravity. 

Current costs on basic environmental protection measures were distributed thus: 63% from the total volume of 

facilities on a guard and rational use of water resources, 13% - on the guard of atmospheric air, 11%  - on the rational 

use, preservation and rendering safe of production and everyday wastes, 12% - on the guard of mineral resources, lands, 

vegetable, animal resources and preservation of the nature-protected fund. 

5. Other sources. 

The foreign technical help (grants and favourable credits) is an important source of  financing of environmental 

protection  



The international cooperation with such countries, as the USA, Netherlands, Denmark, Germany, Switzerland, 

Great Britain is the most scale for Ukraine.  

Consequently, as see, a basic source of  financing of environmental protection activity are the own funds of 

enterprise. It is  necessary to create such business climate, for which businessmen would be interested in renewal of 

natural resources, decrease in pollutant emission  and break etc.  

 


